In [3] , it is shown that a ring P such that every cyclic right Pmodule is injective must be semisimple Artin. In this note, that proof is greatly simplified, and it is shown that a hereditary ring cannot contain an infinite direct product of subrings.
P will denote a ring with 1, all modules will be unital right Rmodules, and all homomorphisms P-homomorphisms. For a module M, E(M) will denote its injective hull (see [2] ). Proof. Let S=\0a^A, where 21 is infinite and for all A, P£2l, A is infinite and AC\B9^0<^A =P. By Zorn's lemma, 21 can be enlarged to a set SQCZ the power set of S maximal with respect to the properties (i) for all ^4£23, A is infinite, and (ii) for all A and B in 33, A^B=^AC\B is finite.
Let 2 =23,es etR + ker it. Then 2 is precisely the set of elements of R annihilated by almost all e». Let A £33, rER, and assume w^r£S. Then there exist an infinite number of i (all in A) such that e^w^r^O. For any set {A}\ l^j = n\czs&-{A\, ACW?,^ Aj is finite. Thus for all but a finite number of iEA, eimAj = 0 for all j, l^j^w. Then mAr$L 2~L"-i mAj ^+2i so XUeS8(w^+2)P is direct in ikf/2.
Define <p: £ ,1 eSB (w^P+2 )/2->M/2 by <b(mA) =mA A E 21, = 0 A E 33 -21.
Assume <p extends to a homomorphism <f> from P/2->M/2. Let 0(l-r-2)=m+2. Then for all A £21, mmA = mA+ 2~L?-i ei,rt+k, so A'= {aEA\eamea = ea}'i2A -\i{\ 1 =l^n] is infinite. Let C he a choice set for |yl'|^4£2t}.
By the maximality of 93, C(~\D is infinite for some £>£33, and D cannot belong to 21. But then
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mmoE^, so for all but a finite number of iE&, e,mmD = 0. Hence for all but a finite number of dECC\D, 0 = edmmt,, but for all dECC\D, ei = edmmj)ed, a contradiction.
Corollary. Let R contain an infinite ring direct product H,es 77, where P,-is a ring with identity e,-. Then R is not hereditary.
Proof. By [l, p. 14], a ring P is hereditary if and only if every quotient of an injective module is injective. {e,| iEd} are orthogonal idempotents, and the characteristic function of A will serve as mA in the theorem. Then £(P)/S is not injective.
Corollary. Let Rbe a ring such that every cyclic R-module is injective. Then R is semisimple Artin.
Proof. P is von Neumann regular and self injective. For any set of orthogonal idempotents {ei\iE^}^R and ACS, let wu be the projection of 1 on E(^2ieA eiR)cZR. Clearly mAei = ei for all iEA. Let j Ed-A.Then Resm a =Relorsomee = e2. If x = mAerE 22»eAe,P, then ex = 0 so e-mAer = 0, er = 0, and finally x = 0. Since niAR is an essential extension of ^,-sa e,P, mAeR = 0. Then eprtA = efntAC = 0. The theorem then shows that $ cannot be infinite, so R is semisimple Artin (see [4] ).
